Week 7: Decision making
Q.101: Do you/did you find the following decisions easy or difficult?

Do you/did you ﬁnd the following decisions easy or
diﬃcult
How many children to have
Whether to have a child
Whom to marry

a. Very diﬃcult

Whether to get married

b. A bit diﬃcult

What business to choose

c. Neutral

Whether to start a business

d. A bit easy

Whether to migrate to another place

e. Very easy

What work to choose
What type of educaMon to choose

f. Not yet thought about

Whether to conMnue schooling
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The respondents found decisions they had to make regarding ‘what business to choose’, ‘whom to
marry’ and ‘whether to migrate to another place’ rather difficult while decisions regarding ‘what type of
education to choose’, ‘whether to have a child’ and ‘how many children to have’ were relatively easier
for them.
Q.102: Please rate how you make the following decisions

Please rate how you make the following decisions
2

How many children to have

7
2

What business to choose

3

Whether to start a business
Whether to migrate to another

Whether to conMnue schooling

My parents decide for me aUer
considering my opinion
My parents decide on their own

6
1

What work to choose
What type of educaMon to

I decide aUer considering my
parent’s opinion

4

Whom to marry
Whether to get married

I decide on my own

3

Whether to have a child

Not applicable

5
1

Doesn’t want to answer
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The respondents make almost all decisions on their own. They also consider their parents’ opinion when
deciding mainly on ‘whether to get married’ and ‘whether to migrate to another place’.
Q.103: Please rate who makes the following decisions from your parents

Please rate how you make the following
decisions
Whether to have a child
Whom to marry
Whether to get married
What business to choose

Both my mother and my
father decide together

Whether to migrate to
another place
What type of educaMon to
choose
Whether to conMnue
schooling
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Regarding decisions made by parents, the respondents mentioned that both their mother and father
decide together on all issues.
Q.104: What type of issues do you most need advice on?

What type of issues do you most need advice on
l. Does not want to answer
k. None
j. EducaMon
i. Drugs and alcohol
h. Sexuality
g. How to discipline myself
f. Making plans
e. Finance
d. RelaMonship girl-/boy-friend or
c. Family life
b. Business
a. Work

Mcked
unMcked
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The issues they most need advice on are mainly ‘business’, ‘work’, ‘finance’ and ‘family life’ (in that
order).

